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VASOMOTOR RHINITIS
vasomotor rhinitis ls one of a class ot allergic

diacrde� Which are being increasingly diagnesed and
auccesstullyattacked in modern medicine.

At the turn

ot the cent.ury L&l'lgle1s, Billard, and Percepied the

French workera·are credited by Hansel(l) as being the

first to suggeat the allergic nature of this condition.

Good&le{2) in this country, was perhaps the firs� to·

describe this condition; citing some 400 cases 1ncllitd-

1ng some with asthma and Sligg&st1ng�th� et1elog1c fac
tors as ·being ·rore!gn preteina trGm animal emanations,
toed.a, and bacteria.

Since 1920 numerous investigators

have been working in this field, among the outstanding

men being Vaughan, Alexander, Cooke, Rackemann, Hansel,_
a�d

u;�c� among manyothers.

The first �rt ot the

work done in this field eonsieted of an establt�hment
ot various allergenic factors especially of the

inhalant and food types so that tedaythe 11st

or

J-

possible offending agents comprises s•bstances in

practically every walk of man's lite and environmental cond.1tons.

Since 1930 the bulk of the investigations have

been concerned with the clinical and therapeutic as1

pects of the conditon and the latest work is concerned with an effort to more clearly ascertain the fundamental mechanism of the allergic reaction.
The most noteworthy contribution that investigation of this disease seems to have established is an
increasing recogniznce of the dominance of allergic
factors in the etiology of chronic sinusitis.

This

latter affliction was, up to recently, held as infective
in origin and the attempted treatment by surgical proceedurea and "nasal neurotics" until Allergists and Rhinologists started working together.
vasomotor rhinitis is also important due to the
amount of disability and lowered efficiency it produces.
Although not a fatal disease its chron1c1ty, associated
headaches and general debilitating nature with it's
predeliction for secondarily infected sinuses and the
latter's association with asthma make it important
especially from a pediatric stand point.
Again the study of this disease reveals the importance of individual diagnosis and treatment as compared
with routine testing and treatment for success in therapy.
The basic etiology of vasomotor rhinitis is still
in dispute with the two major schools represented by
proponents of an ·infective theory and those favoring
2

an allergic etiology.

The bacterial factors have been

stressed by Goodale(2), Walker(3), and Gottlieb(4).
Physical allergy as a cause of the nasal manifestations
has been reported by Duke(5) and swineford(6).

Dis-

orders of the internal secretions, especially hypothyroidism have been reported by Hubert(7), Huber(8),
and others.

Most workers in the field have gradually

swung to the position that the majority if not all
oases of vasomotor rhinitis are of an allergic origin
despite the presence of negative akin tests and by the
apparent absence of the usual protein, inhalant, and
food factors in the so-called "non allergic" group.
Yet it is generally admitted that from the stand point
of symptoms, patholog~c changes, eosinophilia of the
nasal secretion, and other features, the two types of
oases are identical.

In the eases where skin tests are

negative it is believed that the nasal mucous membrane,
as determined by direct testing, may be sensitive to
certain alle~gens and that symptoms may be produced as
a result of so testing.

Cohen and Rudolph (9) in a~in-

vestigationc of this problem found
case in their experiments.

the above to be the

Stevens(lO) in a more re-

cent study has also been able to demonstrate in asthma
that reactions could be produced with ,c_e rtain allergens
irrespective - of whether the skin had shown positive or
negative reactions to the particular substances.

Other

observations such as those of Frank and Gelfand(ll)
3

who confirmed the work of Cooke -et al{l2) and others
that treated pollen eens•1 t1ve serum does contain a
specific blocking antibody that is separate from the
more thermolabile fraction which is the skin sensitizing fraction.

Their observations that the serum of

some hypersensetive patients following specific therapy acquired the ability to inhibit _ the response of
passively sensitized akin to the appropriate antigen
as an example of the developement of an active immunity as a result of inoculations in hay fever.

Love-

less(l3) in 1940 first showed the so-called blocking
antibody to be thermostable and thus separable from
the thermolabile reaginic antibody.

Frank andGelfand's

(ll)specific contribution was the demonstration that
the thermostable antibody is not influenced in vitro
or in vivo by the addition of various convalescent se:ra
containing other immune substances.

According to re-

cent accumulated evidence, therefore, the question
arises as to whether there is really a so-called nonallergic type of vasomotor rhinitis.

The evidence also

supports the view that non specific factors such as
heat, cold, light, endocrine disorders and bacterial
products are secondary and not primary excitants.
From the etiologic stand point Huber(8) considers .70
per cent of the cases of vasomotor rhinitis were found
to be of allergic origin, while 30 per cent were
con,,.
4

sidered as of different origin.

Their report is inte~

eating from the view point of the findings in their
group of cases which are as follows.

On the basis of

a careful history, physical, and laboratory examinations, they found that 80 per cent of the patients in
this group were females, the majority of them being between the ages of 13 and 50.

A family history of all-

ergy was ~btainable in only 10 per cent.

The majority

of them were found to have low basal metabolic rates
with some posessing a definite my.xedema.
rate and a low blood pressure were common.

Slow pulse
The eosin-

ophiles in the nasal secretions were about the same
proportions as found in the typical allergic patient,
but a eosinophilia was lees frequent and the majority
of skin tests were, interestingly enough, negative.
Because ef the findings that in the female, there was
an exacerbation of symptoms with:menstrual period and
the unusual frequency of otherwise unexplainable sterility, the authors believe that there is a definite
association of endocrine dysfunction in these cases.
Many reports have appeared in the literature on
the relation of hypothyroidism to the hypersensitive
nose and the administration of thrroid: for treatment.
Forman(l4) however in a recent report on the relation
of hyperthyroidism to vasomotor rhinitis calls atten5

tion to the fact that patients with nasal allergy do
not s how any consistent

evidence of hypothyroidism as

a low basal metabolic rate is not sufficient evidence
alone to make this diagnosis.

Hansel(l) makes the

point that the nasal manifestations of allergy, as concerned in T,he vasomotor rhinitis syndrome have been
described -mainly from a clinical and etiologic ~iewpoint with out any attempt to correlate the pathologic
changes in the nose and paranasal sinuses.

In general

vasomotor rhinitis has been considered as a clinical
entity characterised by sneezing, obstruction, and discharge, with an associated pale discoloration of the
nasal mucous membrane.

Those cases of vasomotor rhin-

itis with mark~d pathologic changes, . such as polyps,
with or without a secondarily imposed infection, have
been classified among such diseases of the paranasal
sinuses as acute and chronic catarrhal, hyperplastic
paranasal sinusitis, polyposis of the nose and paranasal sinuses, and combined hyperplastic suppurative
paranasal sinusitus.

It is apparent therefore, he con-

tinues, that the nasal manifestations of allergy have
been considered separately according to these various
types.

An etiological rel a t ionship has been considerei

tor many years to exsist between marked nasal pathology
and asthma.

In the absence of asthma~ they have been
6

simply considered as a paranasal sinusitis
origin.

of Infecti~s

Recently, however, a bette~ understanding of

the basic facts 1n allergy,. and a correlation of the
clinical symptoma pathologic findings, clinical history
the cytology and biochemistry of the nasal secretions,
the roentgenographic examination of the sinuses, the
skin test and other clinical and .laboratory findings ','
such as the leucopenic index,elimination diets, therapeut.ic specific tests with suspected allergena,apd the
tachycardia

test of Coca have dispelled the confusion

which has existed as to the diagnosis and treatment of

..

these conditions.
From the stand point of classification and terminology vasomotor rhinitis is a bit confused in the literature.

The nasal manifestations of allergy charact-

erized symptomatically by local itching, sneezing, naS:.
al o.bstruct1op ::1nd discharge, pathologically by pallor
of the nasal mucous ~embrane, polyposi~ edema, eosinophilic infiltration of the tissues and the presence of
eosinophiles in the secretions, complicated or -un complicated by infection, and influenced or uninfluenced
by a number of secondary or nonspecific factors, have
been described in the recent literature variously as
t+-

naeal allergy, allergic rhinitis, allergic coryza, and
perennial hay fever.

In the more recent otolaryngo~ic

literature, the terms vasomotor

7

rhinitis and hyper-

esthetic rhinitis hr ve been used to describe this syndrome.

The terminology has been adapted chiefly to

individual predominant symptoms or allergic fact~rs.
according to the mechanism of the individual symptoms
the terms paroxysmal rhinorrhea, spasmodic coryza, nasal neurosis, intermittent neurotic catarrh~ turgescent
(

rhinorrrhea, nasal hydrorrhea• catarrhal rhinitis, and
perennial ha1fever have been used.

It is apparent,

therefore: that each of these terms describes the most
evident symptom or the mechanism of the condit10n and
fails to consider the clinical, etiologic, and pathologic factors.

Hansel(l) therefore, suggests that the term

nasal allergy be employed to all of those cases presenting nasal or paranasal evidences of this syndrome.

The

symptomatic and pathologic manifestations, especially
the latter as they appear in the nose, can not be definitely separated from those occuring in the paranasal
sinuses.

The pathologic process occurs aimultane.ously

through out the upper respiratory mucous clembrane and
some observers including Hansel(l) among others believe
the entire respiratorY. tract down to the bronekioles may
parti~1pate although the changes vary in the degree of
involvement in the different sections and even among the
s1nuees themselves.

After a case of nasal allerg~ has

been thoroughly investigated from the stand point of
clinical symptelogy, gross and microscopic changes,
8

x-ray, the cytology of the secretions and their bacter-

iology, perhaps the antroscopic examination~and the skin
test, a certain claes1f1cat1on may be employed so that
it will be poss~ble to logically record the type
under consideration.

of

case

Hay feve~ for example, will be

distinguished from the perennial type by the clinical
history and the skin tests.

They will also determine

whether or not a combination is present if clinical sensitivity to inhalants and foods is demonstrable as is
the case in 80 per cent of hay fever cases according to
Hansel(l).

From the stand point of patholog~ characte!'-

istically edema is present.

This determines the amount

and nature of the involvment as determined by gross and
x-ray examination.

The changes range from a scarcely

perceptible pallor, with or with out edema, to the stage
of extensive hyperplastic change or polyposis. ~ Dfiring
quiescent periods there may be no demonstrable gross
pathologic evidence.

Microscopically the fundamental

changes are edema and eosinophilic infiltration.
microscopic pathology is va~iable according to the
mount of superimposed secondary infection.

The
a-

The x-ray

exa'llination offers helpful corrobative evidence.
Findings in the x-ray vary from a simple edema to an
extreme polypoid thickening.

Baum!l5) reporting 126

non sur gical cases found pathologic changes in the
9

sinuses in 98.

Thirteen of the cases had negative find-

ings and in 15 no examination was made.

In only 10 of

the 98 positives was fluid found, the remaining cases
demonstrating an edematous thickening.

In a series of

65 surgical cases positive x-ray findings were present
in 50.

Baum{l5) called attention to the necesity for

surgery in certain selected cases but emphasized the
fact that allergic factors must be treated if sucesses
in treatment are to be expected.

This latter statement

might be taken as indicative of the standard. opinion
voiced by most rhinologists of the present day demonstrated by the growing reluctance on their part to do
radical surgery on the sinuses without a consideration
of the possibility of an allergic back ground.

The

author also discussed the _allergic changes in the sin- _
uses associated with asthma.

Histopathologic examina-

tion of the tissues and cytologic examination of the
secretions were emphasized.

He con?luded that focal

infection from the nose and sinuses wa~ rare and allergy
common.

The former, however, he noted, was more common-

ly reported in the literature.

Since the date of his

publication a preponderance of the workers have adopted his view.

Another interesting report was made by

Kern and Donnally (16) on the incidence and role played by paranasal sinuse disease in h~ f?ye~.
10

Their x-ray observations were made prior to the hay
fever season and appearance of symptoms in three different groups of patients who were divided as follows.
(1) those with the simple uncomplicated hay fever.

_

(2) those with asthma during the pollen season.
(3) those who had ~sthma- at varying times during the

year as well as seasonal hayfever and asthma.
Positive findings were greatest( 85 percent) in the
first group with 81 per cent in the last group and
only 63 per cent in group two.
these findings were reversed.

By clinical analysis
This is explained on the

basis that a certain number of negative diagnoses were
made because of the lack of positive findings in the
nose and therefore not x-rayed and on the .other

hand

some of the positive x-ray findings were taken as indices of past rather than present infection.

The clin-

ical and x-ray examinations were made independently in
this study to avoid influencing one examiner by the
other.
sinus

In order to establish the actual incidence of
disease in these cases figures were compared

with the sinus abnormalities found in a group of 50
normal(?) pa.tienta.

It was found that 72 percent of

'
.
the normal group showed
positive x-ray
evidence of
such abnormalities.

It can be seen, therefore, that

there is little difference in the findings from normals in groups two and three noted above.

The percent~

age o_f sinus .1 nvolvement in the hay fever patients
~
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with bothseasonal and perennial asthma

were approx-

iamately the same as that noted in a previously reported
series of 200 asthmatic cases.

The conclusion was -fina--

lly drawn that the average hayfever patient's nose was
more nearly normal than the average individual's; an
interesting observation! The greater incidence of pathology in pati ants with perennial symptoms 1s in accordance with expectations because of the constant _presence ·
of pathologic changes.

In the final analysis of this

group of cases it was found that the p~esence or~sen~e
of sinus disease made no difference to the relief obtained

!fansel(l) in a series of 420 patients including adults and children with all types of respiratory allergy
reports findings comparable to those of Baum . (15) and
Kern(l6).

Positive x-ray findings were present in over

90 per.cent in those with active symptoms.

Hansel(l)

cites the limiLations of x-ray diagnosis in view of the
high percentage of normal findings and due to the fact
that positive findings do not differentiate between past
and present
disease.
,'

He furthermore stresses the danger

of operative interference without careful correlation of
x-ray findings with other diagnostie proceedures~

The

transitory edema occuring with allergy in the nasal mucosa further complicate the x-ray evaluation.
frequently repeated examinations are necessary.
12

Not in-

In aver~- recent publication Hansel(l7) states the
general findings

by

x-ray examination as; in allergic

cases the general appearance is a marked lack of contrast with no clear cut detail of blackness to the
entire sinus area. The ethmoid _cell parti.tions may
be decalcLfied~ with the film having a milky washed
out non-contrasting appearance.

No reaction in bone

is noted as is seen in chronie purulent sinusitis.
Consideratton of the following factors should be
indicated in a logical terminology; (1) appearance of
symptoms seasonal or nonseasonal, entirely due to pollen, er perennial in type with or without pollen complieations.

(2)

indication of the etiologic nature as

to inhalant, food, or combined factors.

(3) The nature

and extent of the grosa pathologic changes should be
recorded as to the degree of edema and/or polyposis.
(4) The presence

procesa.

(5)

or

an acute or chronic superimposed

other manifestations of allergy.

(6)

The role played by secondary· nonspecific factors.
The nasal manifestations of allergy, therefore, maybe
outlined for purposes of record as suggested by HanselO)
I.Seasonal Occurrence;
l.. Hay ~fever or polinosis

a. Tree
b. Grass
c. Weed

2.Nonseasonal or perennial
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3. Seasonal (pollinosis) and nonseasonal or pernnial
II.

Etiology:
l; Pollen
2. Inhalant-animal dander, dusts,ect.

3. Food

4. Bacterial
5. Combined types
III. Associated Manifestations of Allergy;
1.Asthma and bronchitis
~_Gastrointestinal allergy
3.Allergic headache
41-.Skin allergy
Eczema, urticaria, and ang1oneurot1c edema
5.Drug sensitiveness, contact dermatitis
IV.

Pathological Changes:
1. Gross nasal changes.

Permanent, transitory,

residual
a. Red type

b. Pale or simple edema (acute or chronic)
c. Chroni-0 edematous thickening
d. Polyposis (acute or chronic)
2. Gross paranaaal sinus changes. Permanent,trans1tory, residual
a. Simple edema(acute or chronic)
b. Chronic edematous thickening
c. Polyposis(acute or chronic)

14

v.

Complications.
1. Acute and chronic infection
2. Nonspecific and secondary factors

The advantages of such a classification as--above,
though it may seem cumbersome, are that once a patient
is classifi~d as above correct treatment is immediately
suggested and a more thorough understanding of the
therapeutic rationale is obtained.
The clinical course and symptomatolgy of patients
with nasal allergy are subjected to great variation
depending upon a number of factors which will be considered.

Members of all races are affected with pro-

portions of 55 male to 45 female generally recorded.
The male seems to predominant in the first decade with
the proportion of 2 to 1; the ~female preponderant from
the second to fifth decade and predominance of males
again noted after the period of greatest sexual activity.

An interesting relationship between the age of

onset and the trpe of inheritance pattern has been notei
by Cooke and Vanderveer(18).

They found that 51.3 per

cent of patients at an average age of 27.5 years with a
unilateral family history of allergy were actually sensitive.

Hanael(l) puts this figure at 60 per cent from

an analysis of 420 cases.

In view of the fact that the

general incidence of allergy is given as from 5 to 10
per cent the above figure quoted by Hansel may be taken

15

aa evidence for the importance of heredityin the production of allergy.

Cooke and vanderveer's above cited

study further showed that among patients with a bilate:r=.
al inheritance of allergy the incidence of hypersensitiveness was 55.7 per cent.

The average age of these

patients was 23 and it was estimated that eventually the
percentage of senstized off spring should reach around
70 per ~cent.

In a group of 148 families in which.neith-

er parent was sensitive, these observers noted that

a-

mong 631 offspring 32.4 per cent were actually sensitive and the average age of onset was 35 suggesting a
greater necessity for environmental irritants to precipitate the allergic condition.
the tendency

Rowe (19)

showed that

to transmi-t. the varying manifestations

of allergy is definitely g_reater through the afemale
side of the family.
~beervation.

Other studies have veri.f ied this

Inheritance determines not only the inci-

dence of allergy but the age at which the manifestations
of allergy make their appearance.

Balyeat(20) found

that if the inheritance is unilateral, the symptoms begin before the age of ten, in only one third of the
cases whereas with . a bilateral inheritance symptoms
appear befor~ the age of 10 in 60 per cent.
cites

B-ray;-•s

Hansel(l)

observations that the inheritance of all-

ergic manifestations is not only twice as frequent
through the femal~ side but that twice as many offspring are likely . to b.e affeoted.
16

Coca et a1 (21) has pointed out the value of statistical studies of the hereditary nature e~ allergy depends upon several ~actors.

The persons questioned

must be fairly intelligent and sufficiently aquainted
with the terms !bronchial asthma" and "hay fever",_ and
able to recognize other allergic manifestations such
as hives, eczema, sinus trouble, and perhaps other
such signs of allergy like angioneurotio edema, headache, and possible allergic gastro-intestinal symtoms.
The ant~cedent relatives of the allergic patients must
be personally known by the person answering the questicn
and it is des~rable that as many of the antecedents be
personally examined as possible.

Frequently upon the

first ques~ioning the patient denies any family history
but after consultation with his family returns with such
evidence.

In cases in which the patient is an infant ar

a child, parents may not yet have reached the age at
which their own allergic symptoms are aue ta appear.
On the other hand the younger the patient the more

apt

they are to have a greater number of living antecedents
present in close contact.

This is borne out by the hie1l

percentage of positive family histories as in children
compared with those 0btained in adults.

Exposure to tm

common causative agents is varying in different localities and it may be so slight that the potential sensitiveness to a ceriain exitant aithough inherited may

17

not get a chance to manifest itself and therefore the
person considered as nonallerig1c; a fact which promptred Doerr's statement cited by Hansel(l) that variations
in clinical manifestations and the constitutional reactions of allergy suggest a capacity in varying degrees
to become sensitive is inherezt, 1n all individuals.

The

only difference in the clinical signs of allergy that
has been found to reflect quantitative differences in ~
the hereditary influence is the characteristic difference in the curve representing the age of onset ot symp~

toms which is exhibited in the three groups; namely,
those with a unilateral, bilateral, and a negative tam~~
ily history:

Coca in the above cited referenc_e further

points out that the demonstration~ a sharply defined
category of strictly inherited sensitiveness is handicapped by several cirOlllllstances which obscure the controlling influence of heredity.

These are:

contact

with the allersen or cauaitive agent is probably necessary for the developement of the respective reagins
and the resulting sensitiveness to that excitant.

If

this should happen in an isolated case with _a negative
family history it might appear that hereditY. 1s not
essential for the developement of t he allergic state
and that suitable contact or a cetain property of the
exitant itself is sufficient. It is known that an allergic individual may inherit a potential sensitiveness

18

to several substances with some of which
or never comes in contact.

he rarely

If a number of such po-

tentially sensitive persons with the same excitant
factor should by chance happen to be simultaneousiy
exposed to that substance and exhibit allergic sympt~ms
during contact with it this coincidence might create
a false impression that the sensitiveness was acquired
with out the influence of hereditary predisposition.
The study of the etiology in such cases should be accompanied with a very complete investigation of the
family history -of allergy.

Coca further calls attention

to the fact that another significaµt criterion of the
hereditary; nature of hypersensitiveness in humans to
a particular material is the percentage 0-f incidence
of the sensitiveness among such.persons who have had
sufficient contact with that material.

The incidence of

a topic hypersensitiveness te the most common atopen,e.g.
rag weed pollen, is less than one per cent of the exposed population.

It seems likely., therefore, that no

newly discovered atopen will be found to affect more
than one per cent of the population exposed; especially
since Spain and Cooke(22) showed that only 3.5 of the
population of. New York city and vincinity exhibit hay
fever or bronchial asthma.
The onset of the nasal symptoms may be sudden or
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gradual, depending upon the nature of the etiologic
factors in the main.

In general, the most important

conditions which are related to the onset concern
acute infections, occupational and environmental
contacts, the ingestion of foods, the inhalation of
irritants including pollen, the existance of other manifestations of allergy at the time of the onset, and
certain general conditions such as puberty, menstruation, pregnancy, menopause and other nonspecific factors.

After the onset of nasal allergy the reactions
r

may be intermittent -or cuntinuoua.

In the intermittent

case it is noteworthy that exacerbations come on only
at a certain time of day or night especially upon arising_ in the morning.

Symptoms may be marked at defini ta·

seasons; i.e. those with complicating pollen factors in
the summer and others with more important occupational
or environmental factors in the winter.

This inter-

mittency of symptoms usually suggest certain etiological
factors and thus a determination of the offending factors 1s more easily evaluated.

The most severe cases

are presented by those in whom symptoms (sneezing, obstruction,discharge) are continuous and pronounced and
whose frequently repeated exacerbations bear no demonstrable relationship to time of day or year.
The clinical course and symptomology may be greatly
20

influenced by intercurrent chronic or acute infection
and it is often a question difficult to answer in such
cases as to whether the increase in symptoms is an allergic or infeetious response.

Quite frequently, even

with rhinoscopic examinations and the clinical pict~re
it is 41fficult to trace the miscreant. Hansel(23) be.
picture
lieves the cytologic7is of great help here and should
be determined every time the patient reports with an
acute exacerbation of symptoms.

With a severe acute in-

fection fever and general toxic symptoms are present as
a rule.

In chronic infections repeated cytologic ex-

aminations of nasal and sinal secretions correlated
with other clinical and laboratory findings must be
evaluated before a mucopurulent discharge is called infectious in origin.

The incidence of acute infections

or the s~gnif1cance of chronic ,infe~tions can only be
determined therefore by repeated observations over a
period of time long enough to see the effect of seasons upon the patient's symptoms.

The clinical course

of the patient's symptoms with espec·1a1 regard to the
degree of local discomfort is due to the specific anatomic status of the nose.

Deflected septums or an ex-

tremly narrow nose mayshow marked obetructi~n showing
a predisposition to a chronic infection status as do
also the presence of chronic edematous thickening and
21

polyps.
Nasal symptoms may be interrupted or subside as
a result of sudden or gradual predominance of some
other allergic process.

It is generally knowlthat _pat-

ients with hay fever often for no particular reason -shCM
spontaneous cures.

Symptoms vary in severity from year

to year, skip seasons, or become persistently absent
with no residual evidence of allergy except in those
cases with nasal polyps.

These residuae may be insuf-

ficient to cause any symptoms whatever.
From the stand point of symptomatology nasal signs
of allergy are itching, sneezing, obstructiont and anosmia.

Any one or more of these symptoms may dominate the_

clinical picture.

There is such a considerable varia-

tion in the frequency, degree, and dur~tiorr in these
symptoms that is not always possible to diagnose nasal
allergy on clinical signs.

These symptoms may be pro-

duced in the normal nose under certain conditions; i,e.
irritation of the nasal mucosa by inhalation of dust or
other local irritants or the effects of heat or cold on
the body surface.

In the prodomaJ picture of acute

rhinitis symptoms may make it indistinguishable from
nasal allergy.

As normal noses with their anatomic

variations cover a wide range a physiological variance
22

in reactions to different environmental irritants

must be expected; i.e. a narrow nose is easily obstructed by the same amount of swelling which in a ~nose with more generous airways would occasion no
symptoms.

One of the primary functions of the nasal

mucosa is to add moisture to the inspired air which
is also heated in its passage ~through the nose.

The

transudation of watery fluid from the blood vessels
in the erectile tissue of the nose is a colloidochemical phenomenon.

Estimates of the amount of fluid

secreted daily in this way vary from twelve ounces to
two quarts.

Heetderke(24) in an interesting experi-

ment to determine the effects of inspired air upon the
mucosa under varying conditions of temperature and humidity found the following to be true.

The adolescent

mucosa was the most reactive the sensitivity decreasing
progressively with increase in age.

A definite fluc-

tuation in the turbinate size was noted even under eta-·
tic conditiona.

In 80 per cent of the noses the tur-

binates on one side filled while the other side was
throwing off secretions with the changes most marked in
cold damp environments.

A complete cycle of filling,

secreting, filling; in one side averaged two and one
half hours under varying atmospheric conditions.

A

common nasal complaint is obstruction of the dependent

23

side when lying down and in this experiment it was
noted that the vascular content of the nose must be
governed by gravity as the dependent side filled or
nearly so in all cases and more quickly than when
standing.

The author also found a relation between

congestion of the turbinates and the type of secretion.
In warm air the secretion was less copious than in
cold.

The least secretion was noted to occur with mod-

erate temperatures and a relative humidity of 60 per
cent.

'

~

Moisture was observed in the vestibule in all

cases in cold air or upon exposing to cold air for five
minutes after the nose had been observed to be dry after
inhalation of warm air.

These experiments were condut-

ed upon normal humans.

These experiments indicate that

certain normal reactions may excite symptoms similar to
those observed in nasal allergy, for example, nasal obstruction may be noted in dry hot rooms,, an increased
watery discharge is seen in cold weather, and during adolescence, the dripping of secretions into the back of
the throat and dependent side obstruction.

Anatomic

pecularitiea of structure such as hypertrophic turbinates

especially in the posterior tips of the inferior

one, and deviated septums may greatly accentuate symp~
toms caused by physiological reactions and make the detection of pathology more difficult especially as absence
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of gross changes in the nose may be present in many
cases of allergy whose primary manifestations seems to
be an exaggeration of normal physiological responses.
The vessels of the nose are under t he control of the
autonomi~ system as are those in the rest of the body.
Ther cervical sympathetic ganglia supply
constrictor fibers.

the

vaso-

The vasodilator fibers are not as

active nor as powerful as the pressor group.
rise from the sphenopalatine ganglia.

They a-

The erectile

tissue of the turbinates and the mu-0osal glands are
active also when stimulated reflexly by impulses· picked
up _by afferent fibers of the fifth nerve

CO2, lactic

acid and histamine are vasodilator locally in their
effect.
Spiesman(25) conducted experiments in which cold
stimuli to various points of the skin in three groups
were applied.
of individualsj One group was norma~, another had colds,
and a third, nasal allergy.

vasoconstriction was the

reaction obtained as deduced from a lowering of the nasal
temperature as determined by a thermopile electrod~: in 164
experiments.

A minimal stimulus of cold to the skin 1n

normal individuals caused first a vasoconstriction with
a sub sequent rise a nd gradual return to normal.

With a

continued circumscribed cold stimulus fo r ten minutes a
similar response was noted but the secondary rise did not
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attain the normal level and with continued application
of cold the thermal nerve endings showed gradual adaption with a failure to react. ,..In individuals wit!\
head colds no vasomotor reaction to cold was obtained
while the condition lasted nor for several days thereafter.

The reactions in the allergic group were var-

iable.

A reflervasodilitation frequently was a .re- _

sponse to cold.

No difference in the response between

.normal persons and patients with vasomotor rhinitis was
noted.

Marked chilling of the body surface lowers the

nasal temperature and may decrease normal resistance
with the onset of acute infection or the excitation. of
hypersensitivenesa 1n the allergic individual.
_Ciliary:, activity was studied by Proetz (26) in
series of 1nvest18ations on animals and humans under
both normal and pathological states.

The protective

function of the blanket of mucus covering the entire
surface of the nose and sinus

membranes was stressed.

He stated that it was- improbable that bacteria could
penetrate the normal mucus layer being caught up in it
and swpet away by ciliary_action.

The author is con-

vinced that a method of quickly restoring a normal mucus surface would do much to prevent ~d abort colds and
other infections.

Other results o f the experiments

showed that after radica:._ ei-nus operations w1 th the
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with the complete removal of the mucosa regeneration
of a normal functioning ciliated epithelium occured.
Another-fact found was that islands of normal functioning cilia were found in the midst of hyperplasia ·
and pus in chronic sinusitis.

Slowing of the ciliary

activity resulted because of increased viscosity due
to drying agents.

This was one change noted as per-

haps one of the phenomena permitting ingress to bacteria.

Optimal temperatures for ciliary activity was

found to be between 28

0

and 33

0

c.

Temperatures as

low as 1°to 12° c. and as high as 43°c. caused cessation of ciliary activity.

Drug effects were studied

upon intact and on excised specimans from the rabbit
and excised human specimans of sinus membrane.

It was

found that ciliary activity continued for long periods
in isotonic saline in temperature ranges of 25° to 35°

c.

When 5 per cent saline was applied ciliary motion ceased but was regenerated by replacement with normal saline.
If concentrations as low as.2 per cent were used activity stopped and was not restored by readministration
of normal saline.

Liquid petrolatum

remained on the

mucus surface and hence had no eftect on the ciliary
action.

Ephedrine in 2.5,and .5 per cent solutions

and ephedrine in oil were applied to -intact nasal mucosa without effect on ciliary motion and isolated
stripe of nasal membrane showed active ciliary motion
in a 3 per cent solution.
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The effect of cocaine H. Cl

varied with the concentration.

Cilia~y action was

stopped only by continuous administration of 2.5 percent solution for one hour while a concentration of
5 per cent stopped motion in excised specimans in

from one to 3 minutes and a topical application of
10 per cent cocaine caused immediate cessation ot
c1liary activity which was only restora.ble with. considerable difficulty.

Similar results were ob~ined

with Epinephrine in a 1:1000 solution which caused
immediate nonrestorable cessation of cilia action,
persistance of action for 25 minutes with a 1:5000
solution, and two hours or more with a l:lQPOO solution.

Proetz suggested that _new infection occurs

through recentl) ineapaeita.tEll rather than through
hyperplastic thick areas which are relatively impervious and therefore it may be necessar~ to correct transient aberrations in ventilation.

In this

connection it may be noted that the polypoid nose
is quite resistant to infection and that the profuse
thin discharge found in nasal allergy may serve to
wash away the normal mucus protective blanket of the
mucosa;a1so the increased volume of secretion in the
sinuses found in an allergic nose permits longer contact of bacteria and irritants with the mucosa.
The normal strcture of the nasal cavity consists
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largely of an epithelium specialized for respiration
except for a small portion of the upper part of each.
nasal foesa which is specialized for olfactory sensation.

The nasal respiratory epithelium varies con-

siderably in thickness being thickest over the middle
turbinate and adjacent septum, varying with the degree
of developement and the activities of the cavernous
tissue spaces.

The essential tissue structures of the

respiratory epithelium are the surface epithelium, basement membrane, the subepithelial tunica propria which
includes the fibrous tissue layer extending from the
basement membrane to the bone.

The normal epithelium

ie a stratified ciliated columnar type with irregular
suporting cells between the taller cilia· bearing cells.
Goblet cells are interspersed among these along with
g1and outlets.

Hansel(27).

The work of Latta and Schall(28) shows however that
the normal epithelium under goes certain changes in its
adaptability te various circumstances, the picture going
from simple . ciliated columnar through stages of stratifia:l
ciliated, cuboidal, stratified cuboidal~ squamous, and
transitional forms.

The hyperplasia seems to be just

that amount necessary for ciliary and protective functions under varying conditions. , In material from dog
and cat tissues which showed the symptoms possible
type of such adaption consisting of a single layer of
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low columnar or cuboidal epithelia all bearing motile
cilia with an occasional undifferentiated cell not
reaching the surface from the basement membrane.
Under abnormal environments and in allergic and infective states protection was gained by an increase in
density and thicknesa through the hyperplasia of the
above mentioned basal cells which were undifferentiated
and did not reach the surface.

This went as far as the

stratified columnar ciliated type.

The authors noted

that in some specimans the hyperplastic cells were not
furnished with cilia and an increase in goblet cells was
noted which seemed to also originate from the undifferentiated cells.

With continuing adverse conditions the

increase in goblet cells resulted in an islanding o.f the
ciliated cells.

This progressed in some instances to a

complete lack of cili{:l..

Along -with this surface epith-

elial change increased fiber tissue cellular infiltration
was noted.

Regeneration of epithelium apparently stems

from the undifferentiated basal cells which are generally
· not all affected even under most adverse conditions.

In

allergy the hyperplasia is not as extreme as in chronic
infection.

In the latter the fiberous tissue contraction

of the subepithelial layer eauses paptllary projections
of t he surface.

In allergic tissues the change is usually

mainly one of edema and the surface desquamation results
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earlier so that the thickening and hyperplasia of
chronic infection is not seen in as marked a degree.
The basement membrane supports the surface ep1thel1a
and 1s a band of collagenous palely staining tissue.

It

is believed to be derived from fibrous tissue because
of the stained appearance.

It is very delicate and is

perforated by many canal1cul1 serving aa adi~s to leucocytes and. tissue fluids from subepi theJ.Xal to epithelial
layers.

Shambaugh(29) examined 440 specimans of the upper

respiratory tra.ct ~and found 62 per cent without basement
membrane and only two per cent showing marked thickening.
Two thirds of the asthmati~ casea showed thickening of
the basement membrane in the nose and sinuses.

He noted

that eosinophilic infiltration seemed to be asso·c iated
with slight thickening.

Desquamation of the surface epi-

thelium and an increased production of mucus were also
associated with thickening.

His conclusion was that

thickening is caused by epithelia irritation either past
or present and affords no other indication as to its
specific etiologic nature.

The tunica propr:U:1.1s a fibro

elastic connective tissue layer joining basement membrane
and bone.

It contains a network o~ blood vessels, lymph-

atics, and nerves as well as cellular elements.
adjacent to bone acts as a pariostial layer.

The layer

The vascu-

lar zone is superior to this and according to Hansel(27)
contains the cavernous tissue spaces and larger blood
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vessels which with their surrounding stroma contain:
ing smooth muscle resembles erectile tissue.

Above

this is the glandular layer and next to the basement
membrane is the zone of superficial capillaries.

This

latter layer of vessels re presents a bed of terminal
vessels.

The blood returns through t he venous syatem

of the periosteal and deep glandular layers without
entering the cavernous spaces.
capillaiy

The more superficial

net work traverses the cavernous spaces prior

to enterip.g the main venous channels.

The cavernous

tissue is most luxuriant upon the inferior dependent
border of the turbinates and adjacent septum.

The pos-

ession of smooth. muscle and elastic fibers by this tissue

c·ompr1se the mechanism of dilation upon reflex

nervous stimulation.

The mucosa passes without interrup-

tion into the sinuses and is similar in structure with
the exception of being thinner, poBessi.ue; fewer glands,
and being nonerectile in character.

_ Because of the

thinnest and delicacy of the sinal membrane and.' loose
adherence to the periosteum it is greatly thickened by
pathologi~ processes especially at the maxillary and
sphenoidal ostia.
. A specific tissue change in the nasal mucosa is
found in allergy characterized by reversible or irreversible changes. according to Kline and Young(30)(31)
The reversible type is characterized by edema and eoain
ophilic infiltration which may absorb with no residua&
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whil& the non reversible type has the above changes
plus innammatory -changes which result in degeneration
and necrosis of tissue with fibrous replacement.

The

authors call the ordinary edema and eoeinophilie infiltration picture the normergic reaction which constitutes the response of the body to any foreign protein entering the body tissues~

The origi_n al reaction

to first entrance of the foreign protein is a sensitizing phenomenon and upon repeated exposure the character
of the response changes to a more rapid violent reaction
which is slower to resorb.

The latter is termed the

hyperergic response and is the response found not only
in clinical allergy but in anaphyl-ax:1s, idiosyncrasy,
and in immunity.

Allergic reactions vary according to

the number and size of sensitizing doses and to their
time interval.

The gamut of reactions runs from

rune~

tional vascular responaas with hypertonus and spasms
of smooth muscle to the severe necrotizing inflammation
characterizing the Arthus phenomenon.

Allergic shock

organs are ·the blood vessels, connective and lymphatic
tissues, and synovial, ectodermal and entodermal membranes, sparing the parenchymatous tissues as a rule.
This is a good example of protective action, the local
reaction protecting the blood and vital organs.

Immun-

ity represents a complete protection 1n this •manner without tissue damage ~in the local reaction.
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The authors

emphasize that the specifically sensitized tissues
also complicate the picture of an inflammation due
to bacteria by a non-specific reaction to the infective agents.

In view of these facts a determination

of the roles of allergy and/or infection in any specific example maybe well nigh impossible.

Hansel(23)

gives a good description of the spec1fic histopathology
of allergy.

He states that the characteristic edema

and eosinophilie infiltration is most evident in the
tunica prepria.
portant.

The edema extent and site is most im-

The first evidence is seen in the superficial

capillary layer.

If the collection of fluid is. excess-

ive the stroma can no longer support it and prolapses
or forms a polyp.

As edema results from a capillary in-

crease in permeability this prilmary site in an area most
rich in capillaries is explained.

The fibrous stroma is

most delicate along the middle meatus and in the ethmoid
cells.

This area is also in the direct path of inspired ·

air and hence most subject to the contained irritants.
These facts explain the predilection for polyp formation
in this area.

Edema and polyposis is easily formed in the

delicate intra-sinal membrane.

This change occurs first

1n the ethmoids and next in the antra with an especial

predilection for the swelling to form near the ostia.

The

formation of polyps seems to depend more upon individual
tissue predisposition than upon irritants as some 1nd1vid34

uals may show polyps with the first attack of hay fever
and others never demonstrate even with years of chronic
trouble although secondary infection _increases edema and
hence favors polyp formation.
The eosinophilic infiltration characteristic of allergic tissue bears no constant relation to symptoms and
varies from individual to individual but is almos~constantly present in exacerbations and quiescence in both
tissue and secretion.

The pure allergic response is at

first reversible as no fibrous connective tissue is found
but with chronic perennial insults the edema tends to become fixed because of the damaged blood vessels and consequent stasis.

Any superimposed acute or chronic inflam-

mation with an influx of inflammatory cells and eventual~
fibrotic replacement predisposes to a permanent change.
It is easy to see how the interpretation of the relative roles played by allergy and infection in any individual case may be confusing, but in the main

the infec-

ious reactions are characterized by fibrous, varied cell
infiltration and 'thickening sclerosis or osteomyelitis of
the bone contrasted to the edem~ eosinophilia, and lack of
bone changes in the pure allergic picture.

An

eosino: _

philia of the secretions as will be mentioned later and
its relative proportions along with a careful clinical
history are the most helpful distinguishing features.
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Nasal obstruction u sually occurs in varying degrees
along with the primary symptoms of sneezing and itching.
vascular dilitation and edema are balieved primarily responsible for obstructive symptoms with the variations
in degree based upon individual anotonical variations
such as deflected septums, narrow noses ect.

The duration

of such obstruction and its appearance and remittance
varies with the individual mucosal susceptibility and the
degree of contact with the allergens.

Since vasodilata- -

tion is associ~ted with obstruction the degree of relief
gained with vasoconstrictor drugs is understandable.

If

however, the obstruction has been persistent for some time
the edema of the tissues may become resistant to shrinking
agents and only dissapear some time after the primary allergic reaction has ceased.

Hansel(32) states further that

patients vary markedly in the amount of edema developed,
some having severe paroxysms of sneezing and itching with
no obstruction and others developing it quickly wi~h no
appearance of other symptoms.

With edema and consequent

polypo~is ·the volume of air inspired may be so reduced
that sufficient c.o ntact between the nasal mucosa and excitant may not be present to excite sneezing and itching.
When obstruction is nearly total the discharge is mueoid
and tends to remain in the nose.

The amount of discharge

is usually increased and more watery with exacerbations
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of sneezing.

In certain types of nasal allergy Hansel(32)

notes that the secretion is largely watery and found in
noses with very little edema.

Irritants and physical

agents may be non-specific action in increasing secretion.
With polyposia and marked edema the secretion tends to b~
mucoid or muco-purulent or frankly purulent if associated
with infection.

Grossly nasal mucosa 1s characterized by

a grey pallor especially in exacerbations.
Chahges in the sinuses usually occur par1 passu with
those in the nose but either may vary independently of the
other.

Kern and Schenck(33) (34) in analyzing 134 cases

of vasomotor rhinitis found polyp in 15 per cent as compared to Hansel's (32) finding of 25 per cent, and were in
greatest incidence in persons with perennial symptoms.
An interesting fact is that they were found to be present

by Kern-and Schenck in the first study in 30 per cent of
600 cases of bronchial asthma. · 1n their second study to
determine the incidence of polyps in 73 cases of bronchiecstasis, 17 cases of lung abcess, 82 cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis, and 200 cases of arthritis; found only one,
zero,six, and seven cases with polyps in each group respecitively.

Although polyps were not markedly demon-

strable, in all of the bronchiectatie, 45 'of the tubercular and in 80 of the arthritic cases roentgenological
evidence of sinus disease was present.

These findings

suggest that infection was not the primary factor in the
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production of polyps.
It is a commonly accepted fact that eos1noPh111c
infiltration and edema

characterize the pathologic

picture of allergy in the various shock tissues of the
body.

Since eosinophiles migrate through the epithelium

of the nasal sinuses, bronchi, conjunctiva, intestine,
and genitourinary tract, the red granuled leucocytes
can be found 1n1he secretions of t hese mucosae.

Hansel(2)

cites the early German workers Gollasch~ Schmidt, Lewy,
and Neusser, in thel890's, as first emphasizing the
finding_ of eosin~philic infiltration and edema 1n the
tissues and the demonstration of eosinophiles in the
nasal secretion in cases of bronchial asthma, nasal
polyps, and spasmodic coryza.

Other workers also demon-

strated edema and eosinophilic -infiltration in so-called
chronic catarrhal rh1n1t1a and sinusitis. Since those
fundemental observations were made the importance of the
eosinophiles in the brenchial secretions has _bEen duly
_recognized.

From 1895 - 1920 much controversy anent the

orig_in, pathology, and signifigance of nasal polyps-_ is
recorded but the s1.gn1figance of eos1noph1lea in the nasal
secretions and edema of the membranes was not ·recognized.
. Infection as the chief etiologic factor in polyp forma-

··

tion was the dominant belief'.
Since 1927 Finck(35), Mullin and Ball, Hansel(23)(27)
Coates and Eraner(37), Weille(38), Shambaugh(~), and
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others have stressed the allergic role in the diagnosis
of nasal and paranasal disease as revealed on the basis
of edema and eosinophilia of the nasal m~cosa. Eyerm~nn(39
Hansel(23)(27), Kahn and Stout(40)Johnson and Goldst.e1n(41
among others have established the importance of the cytologic picture in the nasal and sinus secretionsaa an aid
to diagnosis in allergy.
Hansel, in the above cited reference, bases the ~ollow,
ing considerations on the cytology of the nasal and sinus
secretions -and their relations to allergy on observations
of over 10,000 specimans of secretion in over 1000 cases~
of nasal allergy in adults and children.

These were

associated in many instances with other allergic phenomem
especially bronchial asthma and were noted over a period
of 12- years, many of the patients being observed upon repeated occasions for several years during this time~
Hansel correlated the cytologic findings with the clinical history, skin tests, the x-rays of the sinuses,
the bacteriology and biochemistry of the secretions, the
pathology of the tissues and other laboratory data in order to make a practical interrpretation of the cellular
reactions in the secretion.

Hansel stresses the impor-

tance of making several smears especially if insuffi~
cient secretion or acute or chronic infection is present.
samples may be obtained by blowing the nose, swabbing,
insertion of a saline tampon into the nGse to increase
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secretion, centrifugi ng of a thin secretion or during an
exacerbation.
seperately.

These should be taken f r om each nostril
Patient9 usually report for examinat"i on dur-

ing or immediately after an . . exacerbatimof symptoms and if
the secretion be thin and watery wi t h little mucosa repeated exami nations may be nec e ssary to demonstrate
eosinophiles.

On the othe r hand mucoid material often

contains t he pathological blood cel l in ..abundance.

The

mucus membrane hi~topathologically shows that the eosinn
ophiles are at a maximum conce"tration just below the basement membrane.- From here they pass through to the surface where a uniform distribution is found.

They are

then collected by the mucus blanket and propelled outwards by ciliary action, thus manifesting themselves in
abundance in t he external secretion.

A watery secretion

usually flows too freely to pick up many cells and if a
mucoid secretion is profUBe fewer cells may be found.
This l atter is especially true with freshly secreted mucus
as the eosinophiles do not migrate through the glands to

any appreciable extent.

A good time to find eosinophiles

1nt1he secretions is just after any acute reactive period
as mucus tends to collect in thick masses in the nasal
cavities in a similar manner to· the collection of mucus
in the bronchi after an attack of asthma.

In a quie-

scent period with the dryness of the nose, trouble may
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occur in obtaining suf.f.lcient secretion for a speciman
but Hansel has found the use of a cotton applicator helpful in stimulating production of sufficient material for
examination.
In determining whether an exacerb~t,1on is due to
allergy or infection the clinical picture may help but
it may be impossible to differentiate without a cytologic examination of the secretions.

The color and con-· ·

sistency of the secretion is very often a poor index of
cellular response as a clear secretion may contain eosinophiles or neutrophiles predominantly or may contain both
in varying proportions.

Yellow secretion usually is pre-

dominantly neutrophilic but may contain a predominance
of the eosinophilee •. Hansel favors the Giemsa stain because of less false staining and a greater ease in technic of preparation where many slides are examined at one
time.

Hansel(23) states that with Giemsa stain the eosin-

ophile granules are brownish red and the nucleus blue as
contrasted with the clear violet cytoplasm and the deep
blue nucleus of the neutrophile.

He goes on to say that

success in interpretation of cytology is determined by
also considering the type and quanity of secretion in the
speciman. and correlation of these f indings with the clinical history and gross nasal mucosa changes.

The clinical

type of allergy in the individual case and the possibility
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of complicating acute or chronic infection must always
be considered.

He further states that only after the

examination of many hundreds of specimans by an individual who interprets the findings in the light of
clinical data can the picture be ascertained correctly.
Hansel reccomends a plan of recording a cytological
findings in a plus-minus 1-2-3-4- eosinoph1les or neutrophiles.

The type of secretion must also be considered

as a thin secretion may have only a few cells and be
more significant than a thick spec1man showing quantitatively many more cells.

As large. numbers of the eosin-

ophiles may be found in symptom free periodij with nonseasonal allergy or asthma it follows that this is a
valuable finding as the mucosa may be almost barren of
findings in these quiescent times.
Neutrophiles in a secretion represent superimposed
or chronic infection when found with eosinophiles.

The

response of the latter is much less, the neutrophiles
generally out number the eosinoph1les by a ten to one proportion in a comparable reaction.

Hence the significance

of a few eosinophiles is much greater than neutrophiles.
A few neutrophiles are found even in normal noses during
the winter when infections are more prevelant when the
nose is subjected to more adverse environmental conditions
The same is true with certain anotomic changes such as
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those which cause obstrction and excessive dryness.
Age is also an important factor neutrophiles being more
commonly present in older individuals.

With obstruction

and stagnation secondary infection with neutrophilic
response is common and often found in hay fever cases
with obstruction.

Hyperplasia of the membrane where non-

ciliated epithelium replaces the normal ciliated type also
~

tends to stagnation and secondary infection as is commonly found with polyps.In cases of polyps, however, thesecretion still contains a eosinophilic predominance pointing to the allergic factor.

In cases of acute infections

and colds the other type of distinct:ton between allergy
and infection must be made on the basis of repeated spaced
examinations as eosinophiles are commonly present in the
secretions during a resolution process.

In the non- all-

ergic patient the eosinophiles are found tc disappear be~
:fbre neutrophiles while in the allergic case the eosinophiles steadily increase in predominance and even exclusion of neutrophiles may be found except in chronic in-faction cases.
cases with atypical symptoms and few or no characte~
istic changes in the nose as well as those with polypoid
changes in which the presence of allergy is questioned are
dependent upon the cytological picture of the secretion
for diagnosis.

Most workers agree t-hat the repeated fail-
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ures to find the eosinophiles usually fits in with the
absence of definite evidenc of allergy.
Hansel states that patients. with seasonal hay fever
who continue with nasal reactions afterthe pollen season
should be tested to determine its basis.

In his exper-

ience more than 80 per cent of hay fever patients, both
children and adult~, continue to have nasal manifestations
after the pollen season and these are on an allergic
basis.

These manifestations vary from typical hay fever

symptoms through intermittent attack13 simulating acute
colds to those with atypical symptoms of intermittent
obsrtuction with increased discharge

and

not showing

sneezing or itching.
In a study of the relat~on of allergy to "infective"
asthma Cooke (42)contends that eosinophilia is a bacteriaJ.
sensitization phenomenon just as it is in serum disease
and experimental anaphylaxsis.

He furth er stated that

the eosinophilic response to bacterial sensitization occurs in allergic individuals.

He baaed these conclusions

on the demonstration of bacteria in the tissues with
hyperplastic and polypoid changes in the nasal mucosa,
and the presence of acute edema in the maxillary sinuses
after an injection of autogenous vaccine.

However, as

Hansel pointed out edema and polyposis can be produced
by acute or chronic infection in the allergic patient,
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but the cytologic response is predominately neutrophilic in these cases.

On the basis of clinical evi~

dence a pure eosinophilic response as a result of pure
bacterial hyperaensi ti vness has not bee11 -,de:f'in;t tely
substantiated as yet. It would seem that Hansel's
argument is the better here as it is the relative proportions of neutrophiles and eosinophiles which is important and not the presence of either alone as determining whether allergy or infection Ls predominant.
Since an allergic response of obstruction and stagnation
offer such a favorab~e basis for secondary infection it
is ;1ot surprisi~g that the picture is often confusing
until the acute infective phase is over.
The nasal manifestations a re seldom the only form
of allergic reaction found i n the individual case.

In

230 cases studied by Hansel(l) besides other forms of
re spi:ra.tory allergy, skin,gastro-intestinal,and headache
symptoms were frequently found .

About 27 per cent of the

patients have associated hay fever arrl 20 per cent have
asthma.

As a group the respiratory allergies present in

75 per cent of the cases associated Skin, gastro-intest-

inal or head ache allergic type

reactions either in the

present history ( the 1arger share) or past history.
group of 220 adults studied 67 showed positive skin

In the
re- ~

actions and 60 of these had hayfever of the tree, grass,
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or pollen type with the interesting finding that only
two patients showed a pure pollen allergy by reacting
to pollen alone.

A total of 171 patients reacted to .

inhalants other than pollen and 187 reacted to foods.
In this series only ten per cent of all patients gave
negative s~in reactions.

It was noted in Hansel's

series of 165 children with repiratory a l lergy that
75 per cent gave positive reactions and only 7 reacted

tp pollen alone out of 57 positive reactions to pollen.
Among the 165, 97 reacted to inhalants other than pollen
and 80 reacted to foods indicating that pleomorphic
reaction of the allergic.

As clinical sensitivity to

foods is found in 60 to 70 per cent of cases in children it is evident that skin tests by scratch. methods
with foods fail to show positive reaction in a signifigant proportion.

A recent investigation by Gelfand(43)

found that multi pl e sensitiveness was present in the
vast majority of vasomotor rhinitis but that with few
exceptions rhinitis was the sole clinical manifestation.
A small percent had asthm~, hay fever, or urticaria.
Inhalants were found most often responsible but food
sensitivity was found in 24 per cent as a primary or
secondary factor with dust sensitivity being found in
95 per cent and occupational allergens in 41 per cent.

In a late study by Eyermann(44) who studied 181 patients
in an effort to discover the relation of food allergy
as a cause of vasomotor rhinitis found that those
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most often responsible were those most frequently eaten.
He also found that multiple cutaneous and clinical sensitivity were the rule.

An interesting finding was that

in cases of perennial nasal allergy associated with hay
fever the avoidance of food allergens and inhalants other
than pollen usually cleared up the conditon.

He there-

fore advicated investigation of the influence of foods
and other inhalants prior to pollen treatment.

Urbach

and Gottlieb (45) studying the relation of vasomotor
rhinitis to bronchial asthma found that vasomotor
rhinitis was met with in 38 per cent of 379 cases of
asthma.

In abou t half the cases the nasal conditon

appeared simultaneously or was due to the same allergy.
Nasal symptoms occuring within two years before or after
onset of asthma were also found to be caused by the same
allergy~

If a greater lapse of time occured the two con-

ditions were due to different causes.

Weille(46) found

evidence of sinusitis in 362 cases out of a group of
500 asthma patients.

In 211 evidence of polyps were

found and in 100 sinus operations had been performed
with two thirds of the cases showing more or less improvement.

The same ratio of improvement was noted in

both intrinsic and extrinsic cases with a higher per
cent of relief obtained by conservative surgery.

In 290

patients recieving no surgical treatmen~ although many
had sinusitis, chronic tonsilitia and abcessed teeth
the percentage of good results was the same as in the
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surgically treated cases.

The author draws the con-

clusion which is highly significant because it states
a point of view held by most progressive rhinologists
of today based upon studies of vasomotor rhinitis and
which represents one of the most valuable contributions
of these studies.

The conclusion is that sinus disease

accompan~rrg asthma is not the cause of the latter but
part of the same picture of allergic involvement.

Al-

though it is generally agreed surgical proceedures are
indicated in selected cases(marked polyposis with infection) regardl ess of presence of asthma the management
of the allergic problem is primary.
In reference to the failure of positive skin reactions to occur -_ m many cases due to food allergy and the
false "positives 0 which occur a late article by Efron(47)
is of interest.

He states that a positive cutaneous

reaction maybe specific or non specific as many clinically
nonall~gic people present

positive reactions and many

allergic cases present positive reactions to substances
they are not in contact with.

He takes the position that

the significance ~fa skin reaction can only be determined
statistically and biologically.

For example, if a solu-

tion of house dust extract gave 15 positive skin reactions
in 200 control

patients and 125 positives in 160

allergies, there would be a 7.5 per cent positive result in the controls as contrasted with78.1 per cent pos"'

itives in allergies and therefore, the specificity-was
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statistic?lly important.

Another house dust extract

produced positive reations in 20 control patients and
65 positives in 80 allergic or a positive reaction in
66per cent of controls and in 81 per cent of allergies
therefore not showing a statistical significant difference
The author also states that the specific skin reac·tion
id due to interaction between the allergen and it's
specific antibody reagin in the skin.

When other shock

organs are sensitized to a particular allergen specific
reagin is also present in them and the. reaction

of all-

ergen and reagin is presumably responsible for allergic
symptoms.

He, however, states that another and yet

undetermined mechanism must be reponsible to precipitate
the symptoms of allergic disease because: 1. incidence
of specific skin sensitivity as evinced by positive reactions in normals, multiple sensitivities in patients,
y

and positive pollen reactions in patients who find relief from house duet injection treatment.

2; specific

skin sensitivity antedates clinical sensitivity as in a
case cited in which the patient reacted positively to
sugar beet pollen one year before the onset of clinical
symptoms. 3. It is common experience that specific skin
sensitivity may remain long after clinical symptoms
have disappeareq. Not only is this found in the practice
of allergy but also with cestode infections as he cites
a case where a patient had a positive skin reaction to
Echinococcua 5-7 years after surgical removal
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of cysts.

he concludes: that specific skin reactions may or may not
be related to symptoms.

Those that are relative are the

diagnostic reactions which constitute the clinically significant fraction of the total number of specific reactions.

The diagnostic actions are estimated as a per-

centage of positive reactions in patients whose symptoms
are attributable to the particular substance in question
divided by the sum of positive reactions in these patients
and the percentage in control patients ·i.e. if controls
78.1
had 7.5 per cent and allergies 78.1 the result of78i7.5

=

91.2 per cent or 91 per cent of specific reactions with
this extract are diagnostic and relative to symptoms.
In relation to the nature of house dust antigen
Cohen (49) in a late report concluded that the active
principle in dust was cotten linters.

He dialyzed ex-

tra.eta of old cotton linters and found that 1-50 dilutions gave positive akin reactions in 90 per cent in
patients clinically sensitive to house dust, while nor male and individuals ·allergic to reagins other than house
dust showed consistently negative tests.

TWelve patients

gave successful passive transfer of sensitization with
Guinea PigB injected with 11nters extract and subscquentlp shocked with same.

The authors conclude~ that the

active principle in cotton linters dust extract was not
cotton seeds as guinea "pigs sensitized with linters extract fail to react to subsequent injection of cotton
seed extract intra·~ venously.
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The importance of food as a cause of allergy has
recieved much attention since 1930.

Rowe(50) has done

much work on this subject and his monograph considers
the topic exhaustively.

He states that most individuals

have a history of varying degree-a in severity of reactio~
to different foods especially in infancy and childhood.
In an unselected group of 400 university students 43 per
cent g?,ve a probablB family history of allergy and personal histories of probable allergy in 35 per cent.

Rowe

believes that the allergic reaction to foods in infancy
may turn into any of the common allergic manifestations,
especially the skin, head ache, and gaetro-inteetinal
types.

Duke(51) has presented a case of allergic reactiai

in the bladder with production of pain and another (52)
with uterine spasm and dysmenorrh~a, in both of which
food was credited with the precipitation of symptoms.
Since most men are in agreement, includi~g Vaughn(53)
and Rowe (54), among others, that positive reactions by
skin testing are elicited in only 50 per cent of food
allergic indiviuals, some other means of dett3~~~on must
be used.

Rowe(50) believes that a careful history ana. ·~

clinical testing will reveal most food allergies as he
discovered a food history of personal dislikes and disagreements in 59 per cent of 300 allergic patients of
all types.

The question is, where does this sensitlv-

ity to foods come fromi
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Ratner et al(55) stated that food sensitization
may occur in utero because of indulgence by the mother
in specific foods during pregnancy.

The following

year Balyeat{20) made similair observations on a group
of 119 new born infants.

Babies may also be sensitized

to proteins in the mother's milk as reported by Shannon(56
and Donnally(57).

Later experiments by Zohn(58) Cooke et

al(59) and Cohen and Hawver(60) fail to bear out these
~arlier observations. Zohn gave twelve non-sensitive
women
.
pregnant /intra-cutaneous injections of Ascaris Lumbricoides extract at weekly intervals.

Three to nine injections

were given each subjea:t with positive skin tests resulting_ in all cases before term.

In two instances 60 and 81

days respectively, elapsed before time of last sensitizing
dose and term; a sufficient time to allow active sensitization of the £ftus •• Passive transfer tests were done
on normal subjects with maternal and cord blood.
the el~ven maternal bloods gave positive tests.

Nine of
Atopie

reagins could not be demonstratee in the corresponding
fetal blood.

The author believes the work demonstrates

active or passive intra-uterine sensitization of human
fetuses, is difficult of accomplishment.

In Cooke and

his fellow workers' experiment 12 pregnant allergic
women with skin sensitizing antibodies for animal danders, pollen, and wheat failed to transmit these antibodies to the fetus; nor did placental extracts contain
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skin sensitizing antibodies.

Passive transfer and di-

rect skin test performed on 6 of the infants at ages
f~om3-6 months were negative.

Seven pregnant women

who had been recieving pollen treatment, showed "blocking
antibodies" in their sera and the cord sera of the infants
· showed traces also which disappeared in 3 to 6 months.
The authors conclude that skin sensitizing antibody and
blocking antibody must be distinct as shown by the latter's ability to pass through the placental barrier, a
fact which may explain the high percentage of negative
skin tests in certain types of allergy.

Cohen(60) gave

a pregnant macacus rhesus monkey daily subcutaneous inJections of 20 c.c. of human reaginic serum for seven
days prior to term.
were present.

Reagins for pea, wheat, and rye

Prior to delivery the mother developed

positive skin tests to all reagins.

Direct tests on

the baby with the same reagins resulted negatively.

The

baby's serum passively sensitized human skin to pea, and
wheat.
It was formerly held that undigested proteins or
antigens were not obsorbed through the normal intestinal wall but Ratner and Gruehl's {61) work seems to
disprove this belief.

They found that mature as well

as young animals could be sensitized and/or shocked by
oral administration of protein foods in half of the
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cases.

The authors pointed out that under favorable con-

ditions foreign proteins in the diet could pass through
the human intestinal wall.

Defensive mechanism to the

passage of unsplit proteins into the blood and tissues
usually impede their passage through the mucosa and only
when these defenses consisting of a selective permeability, the digestive enzymes, specific antibodies, and
the excretory functions of the kidney; are impeded, do
the proteins pass through.

Although abnormality or path-

ology increase the mucosa permeability, Ratner states
that normally unchanged proteins are absorbed and believes
this may be a means of the body being constantly immunized against the proteins in the diet.

From this it would

seem that an excessive absorption of native proteins at
any one time or an upset in the defensive status is nec~ssary to set up a hypersensitive phase in the tissues which
will subsequently react allergically when small amounts
of the same protein may be again absorbed • .
It is believed that food allergy may be acquired
at any time during life from over indulgence in specific
foods or occasional digestion of unusual foods other factors

mu~t

predisposel to such sensitization.

tors

are supposed to be either a family history or a past

or present history of some allergic phenomenon.

such fac-

Anything

upsetting the allergic balance of the individual such as
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infectious constitutional disease or decreasein general
health, may precipitate clinical symptoms.

In other

words anyone may become allergic jjlst as anyone may be
infected witha specific bacterial invasion, depending
upon many factors such as massiveness of invasion, resistance of the individual,ect. It might be weli to interject here some remarks by Cohen(62 ) in a recent article
concerning the basic relationship between allergy and
immunity.

"The basic principles underlying serological

and immunological phenomena in all fields of biology
are identi'cal.

Allergy, defin-ed by Pirquet to mean a

specifically acquired altered reactivity, is the term
which should be used to include all acquired immunological processes.

When the phenomena of infectious di-

sease and the clinical allergies are examined critic•
ally one finds their differences are fundamentally the
same.

The apparant differences are due to variations in

the chemical structure of the antigens and their availability to contact the tissues.

In both infectious di-

sease and clinical allergy, it is the antigen-antibody

union which causes the release of toxic materials, and it
is these materials which produce the local reactions and
the clinical disease. 0

He states further that the nature

of the toxic materials with infection is determined by
the chemical nature of the antigen.
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The same toxic mat-

erial is released in every case from the tissues no
matter what specific antigen is determinant for the
reaction in clinical allergy.

we

see, therefore,a

similarity of ~symptomatology evinced in allergy from
a wide variety of antigens.

The diversity of the clin-

ical and pathological findings in infectious disease is
based upon a chemical differentiation in bacteria.

The

terms hypersensitive, hyposensitive, , anergic, and immune,
are merely expressions of a quantitative relationship
between the antigen and its corresponding antibody.
The high incidence of gastro-intestinal symptoms,
head ache, and skin lesions in the past or present history of nasal allergy suggests foods must play an important part in the inception of and perpetuation of
symptoms.

This is born out by the report of relief of

nasal allergy by measures directed at food allergens.
It is sometimes difficult to ascertain which foods are
responsible but in general the foods most commonly eaten
and in the largest amounts are found to be the trouble
makers. Aml investigators have noted that certain foods
seem to produce only specific allergic responses and that
an ihdi vidual aay not only be .allergic to many foods but
exhibit several allergic phenomena.

In general the ten-

dency is for one form of allergic response to dominate
the clinical picture but this is extremely variable.
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It may be that the tendency for foods to produce

a

greater degree of reaction in one shock organ than in
another may be the reason for the manifestations to
change or to vary in degree.

Great variance in the

amount of~ particular food substance necessary to
produce ·reactions is also found.

In Coca's (63) late

monograph on familial nonreaginic food allergy it is
discovered that some unfortunate individuals on elimination diets exhibit a manifold sensitiveness and
when certain foods found provocative of trouble are
eliminated, to react to new hitherto nonsymptom producing foods and in some cases treatment of such persons
by selected diet is well nigh impossible.

In a series of 33 cases reported by Eyermann(64)
in 1933 nasal symptoms were found to be specifically
influenced by food.

Fourteen of these cases were hay

fever patien~ and the remainder had perennial complaints.
Foods giving positive reactions were excluded from the
diet and a dietetic diary kept and studied with the retiond to symptoms as they developed.

After elimination

diets had rendered the patient symptom free, deliberate
feeding of suspected foods, with return of symptoms, was
noted on several occasions to establish_ the specific
food's antigenic nature,

This method of attack on food

allergen-a is one widely used and serves to illustrate

-
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the most common method of eliminati ng food allerg~ns.
Eyermann pointed out that in seasonal hay fever cases
the exacerbations resulting from reagins in foods may
simulate and be considered as mere head colds, and that
one may be sensitive to more than one allergic substance but may require exposure-~to others before symptoms develop. £

In another article Eyermann(65) states

that since the appearance of nasal symptoms after food
ingestion may be variable in time of appearance the
causal relationship is apt to be overlooke~ as multiple
sensitiv~ty is found to be the rule, the relief of any
one factor may decrease the symptom.

Other workers

such as Shambaugh(66), McQu1ddy(67), Shahon(68), and
others have corroborated these observations and mentioned
with Eyermann, that positive skin reactions may ·be of
little help as the responsib:lefood(determined by clinical testing) may not give reactions while foods that are
not responsible may give positive tests.

It is the

general impression of many workers that not only may food
produce the nasal symptoms but that they also produce
the other forms of allergic reactions such as head ache,
skin lesions, and gastro-intestinal symptoms.
ers still follow Cooke

Most work-

(69) in determining the proof

of the causal relationship between an allergen and clinical reaction which are: l.hypersensitiveness must be
demonstrated by one of the followi ng procedures,(a) a
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typical local reaction either cutaneous or conjunctival must be elicited or, (b) the original allergic
manifestation must be reproduced at will on the introduction of the substance either by inhalation, or injection,or ingestion. 2.It must be shown that the
individual has come in contact in some way with the
suspected substance to permit it to act as an etiological factor..

The phrase"or ingestion"was added

to the above. postulates.
Hansel(l) states the interesting hypothesis that
food sensitivity may play a most important role in
the maintanence of a general. state of hypersensitiveness
as a result of which the nasal mucosa is more sensitive
to not only specific but nonspecific reagents.
seems to be borne out~ as · patients

This

with a high degree

of sensitivity react more violently to physical agents
such as, heat, light, and cold.

This observation would

indicate that a careful clinical investigation of the
possible rule of food allergy should be carried out in
every case of nasal allergy.
Further, prophylactic ~voidance of over eating of
specific f oods by the pregnant mother with an allergic
background and avoidance of the feeding to children
foods they seem to dislike or which precipitate digestive upsets is advisable.

Ratner and Gruehl(70) suggest

that over nourishment in an attempt to increase the
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weight of the child should be avoided in cases where
allergy is possible.

Stuart and Farnham(71) make the

further suggestion that common allergenic foods such as
eggs, fish, nuts, and fresh fruits should be withheld
for 18 months and then given regularly and in increasing
amounts thus producingimmunity,
In the diagnosis of gastro-intestinal allergy
the fundamental factors such as a family history, other
allergic symptoms, skin reactions, easinophilia, and
other laboratory aids to diagnosis such as leucopenie
index of Vaughan{72)and the tachycardia index of Coca(63)
must be evaluated.
It is generally known that a rise in the leucocyte
count follows an ingestion of food while after anaphylactic shock the leucopenia results.

vaughan(72) in per-

forming the anaphyl actic test found that in certain
individuals there was a fall in the white count and that
many of these patients were allergic to milk • .He, therefore investiga t ed the leucopenic response in cases of
known food allergy.

The first patient tested was one

with migraine produced by specific foods, but with a
negative skin test.

The patient showed a leucopenia

in the experiment. Further tests have been done by
who
Vaughan (730/summarized the results of 191 tests made
on 60 allergic individuals.
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He compared the results

with the skin reactions.

A correspondence of skin and

leucocyte response was noted in 62 per cent with one
third of the cases showing the leucocyte index to be
opposed to the skin test results but on the whole it
was noted that if the index was negative the patient
could probably eat the food even if the skin test
was positive.

Vaughan cites the actual diagnostic

effectiveness as being 67.2 per cent.

The leucopenic

index is found helpful in the setting up of an elimination diet, especially in cases giving no food history
and negative or false positive skin tests as was shown
by Rinkel cited by Hanael(l).
The treatment results are successful in any disease in an exact ratio as it is based upon a correct
understanding of the etiological factors involved.

In

vasomotor rhinitis as in other forms of allergy the
l:asio

mechanism of symptom production is still in

dispute and hence even the most optimistic reports
do not cite over an 80 per cent ratio of cures.
The latest effort to understand and treat upon
the etiological bas.is, this disease, is the administration of histaminase by various routes.

Dale and

Laidlaw(74) observed in 1911 that histamine caused the
typical s ymptoms and pathology of anaphylactic shock
when injected into normal animals.

Injected intra-

venously i nto dogs it caused a marked fall in blood
~

'

,.
.
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pressure and it was noted that an increased permeability of capillaries with edema resulted.

In a sub-

sequent experiment(75) they showed the histamine was different in the production of shock and true anaphylaxis
in that histamine was still able to produce a strong
reaction in the isolated uterine strip even though this
strip was desensitized by specific treatment.

In 1927

Lewis(76) in a study on responses of the skin and blood
vessels to a number of stimuli, demonstrated. that a
reation is produced characterized by the following efects;(l) a local dilatation 0 f . the small blood vessels,
(2) an increased permeability of the vessel walls by

direct action, and (3) a w.ide spread dilitation of th
neighboring arterioles through the medium of a local
reflex mechanism.

He showed further a similar reaction

in the skin to be produced by histamine.

He attributed.

these reactions to the action of some chemical substance
already present in the cell and perhaps released by the
stimulus.

In view of the histamine- like action of this

substance, Lewis has designated it as 11 H-substance".
We see therefore a mechanism basically similar to
that in the allergic reaction with an antigen acting upon the cell to release a substance which increases local
capillary permeability and consequent -edema.

Upon this

basis much recent work has been done -in an effort to
treat the basic pathologic process in allergy by the
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neutralization of histamine.

Karady and Brown (78)

in an experiment to determine the effect of histaminase
upon histamine and anaphylaxtic shock in guinea Pigs,
tou:nd that previous intravenous injection with. histaminase
protected guinea pigs from histamine shock.

Guinea pigs

sensitized to egg white were protected from anaphylactie
shock upon reinjection if histaminase had been previously
administered.

This article seemed to show a basis for the

therapeutic use of histaminase in disorders resultant fran
histamine release or allergic disorders.

Farmer(79) in

1939 found that when a group of guinea pigs were administered histamine orally and later tested with a specific
sensitizing antigen that the response was deminished.
The author concludes from these, and earlier tests, that
.histamine administered either orally or parenterally to
sensitized animals acts as a nonspecific agent in decreasing a sensitization to a specific agent as well as to histamine itself.

Histamine is taken to be the substance

responsilbe for anaphylactic contraction of plain muscle
and the induced histamine~refractorinesa was responsible
for theobserved desensitization.

Foshay and Hagebush(80)

employed certain ferment "histaminase" obtained from in- ·
testinal mucosa which had been found destructive to hista mine in an effort to treat serum sickness.

They used

an enterlc coated tablet and gave eight patients in the
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1-3 days of serum sickness with a relief of 75 per cent.
In another group ofl6, intra-muscular injections of a
solution of histaminase gave marked relief in all cases.
Prophylactic treatment, orally and parenteraily, before
and after serum administration, protected completely.
The authors believed histamonase of great value in the
_ P'rophylaxis• and treatment of serum sickness.

Another

experiment by Code and Hester(81) to determine the concentration of histamine. in _the blood during anap>hylac- tic shock in the ho rse and calf , found the following;
in horse and calf histamine does not accumulate in the
peripheral circulation during anaphylactic reactions,
but in dogs and guinea pigs marked increase in blood
histamine occured.

This equivocal result shows the di-

ficulties of biological determination of physiological
reactions as which type of animals are we to take as
the one reacting as humans would.

Simon(82) presents

the results on a series of experiments with histaminase
from which he has concluded : (l) the enzyme histaminase
destroys histamine when incubated with the latter in
vitro, (2) histaminase injected into the tissues intracutaneously does not destroy histamine with sufficient speed to prevent its action when it is injected
into the skin, C3) histaminase injec.ted into the tissues
does not destroy the hypophetical ''H- aupatance" of hay
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fever (and presumably other forms of allergy) rapidly
enough to abolish it's action when it is produced as a
result of an intracutaneous injection of specific allergens into a passively sensitized skin site. (4) The
oral administration of histaminase to a hay fever patient
doesn't prevent symptoms with inhalation of specific
pollen. (5) oral use of histaminase does not prevent
wheal formation upon stroking the skin of a patient with
dermagraphism.
The next work done by Knoll, and Beinhauer(83) on
clinical obaervati6ns with histaminase seems to bear out
Simon's work.

They treated 101 patients with various

allergic conditions, with the oral administration of
histaminaae.

Of 26 per cent who showed some improvement,

over half were in cases o~ atopic dermatitis or acute
urticaria,. conditons which often show spontaneous remissions.

The authors concluded hiataminase was of little

in the treatment of human allergies or in prevention of
anaphylaxis in animals.

Alexander and Bottom(84) failed

to substantiate Karady and Brown, finding that injection
of histaminase intravenous l y 15 minutes prior to histamine administration failed to protect pigs against fatal
shock induced either by histamine or antigen administrtion to specifically sensitized guinea pigs.

In the same

year Knoll (85) failed to protect guinea pigs against
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anaphylactic shock with the use of h1staminase prior
to the shocking dose.

rn 1940 Alexander(86) testing

the effectiveness of both histamine and histaminase in
the treatment of allergic disorders concluded that:
neither appeared to be of value in the manifestations of
extrinsic allergy such as hay fever and asthma where an
immunologic mechanism is involved, and that both on the
other hand may be effective in · urticaria angio neurotic edema and physical allergy, the causes of which are
intrinsic in nature.

Katz(87) in an effort to determine

the quanity of histamine release from blood cells in
anaphylaxis in vitro concludes that blood cells from
sensitized animals release histamine into the plasma on
contact with ~pecific antigen.

Alexander(88) believes

that br~nchial asthma vasomotor rhinitis and urticaria
are in the majority of cases nonallergic because he was
able to interrupt a chronic urticarial lesion by histamine injections and there after maintained the improved
condition by daily subcutaneous injections.

He believed

asthma~ hietamine induced because perfusion of it through
an isolated lung can cause bronchial spasm.
Rose(89) studied the blood histamine in cases of
allergy and the effect of the administration of histaminase on the symptoms and the histamine content of the
blood in patients with allergy.

He found no effect on

the histamine content of the blood following or during

6€-

h1staminase administration.

Their results seemed to in-

dicate no striking -effect upon symptoms.

They state,how-

ever, that it is possible that more highly active preparations than are at present obtainable may produce
demonstrable effects.

Browne{90) used cutaneous reactions

as an index to desensitization to histamine.

In .a series

of cases h.istamine was administered subcutaneously twice
daily in increasing doses for two weeks.

The cutaneous

reaction was measured before, during, and after treatment.
In 40 per cent the flare dissapeared and was appreciably
reduced in 25 per cent.

In the other 35 per cent there

was no apparant change.

In patients with the best clini-

cal results the most reduction in flare was noted.

Hista-

mine treatment in normal control produced no apparant
change in flare reaction.

Farmer and Kufman(91) used his-

tamine in the treatment of nasal allergy and found that in
41 cases of perennial rhinitis results were good in 25,
fair in 10, poor in 6. Their conclusion was t hat simple
uncomplicated cases of pollinosis could be successfully
treated with histamine but that the usual injection method

was probably better.

For those in which the latter

treatment was not successful or in those with perennial
manifestations histamine treatment can be reccomended.
Frank(92) ran clinical tests on a group of 85 cases
with histaminase injection.

The gross percentage bene-

fited were 40 per cent and of these 28 per cent reported
fair to excellent results.

If the patients had never had
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pollen therapy improvement was noted in 50 per cent;
a figure which does not compare well with the 80 per
cent relief usually obtained by specific pollen therapy.
It will be seen from a review of the above data
regarding histamine and histaminase that what promised
to be a productive field of investigation regarding the
basic mechanism and treatment based there on has so far
proved disappointing but work is still continuing in this
field.

Perhaps Cohen 1 J~£marks best sum up this subject.

"considerable evidence that the toxic substance giving
rise to"body specific" types of rea c t ion a r e identical
with"H-substance" of Lewis.

These behave in most respects

like histamine and in fact one cannot demonstrate any significant difference between histamine reactions,"H-sub~
atance" reactions, and those seen in experimental and
clinical allergies. Reactions indistinguishable in all
respects from allergic ones can be produced in the skin
of non-allergic persons by cholinergic stimulation.
The amount of cholinergic stimulation determines the
quanity of "H-substances" formed and the severity of the
reaction.

This does not mean that histamine is necessar-

ily identical with"H-substances" or that the effect of the
toxic substances released in so-called allergic reactions
is necessarily due in its entirety to histamine-like substances.

The cells are not hyperactive to the effects-_of

"H-substances" or to histamine.
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They are apparantly hypep

active in the indiviual with clinical allergy only because they are exposed to a reactive amount of "H-substance" produced as a result of antigen- antibody union.
Antigen-antibody combinations which release less than the
active amount produce no reactio~.

Our patient is im-

mune but a slight quanitative change in antigen-antibody
relations may produce symptoms.

For example, a patient

may not be sensitive to an extract in 1:1000 dilution
but react to 1:100.

If we treat a patient with rag weed

extract he acquires tolerance for increasing amounts of
antigen.

When the antigen is combined thus with new

antibodies resulting from treatment it ~annot combine
with reagin to initiate the production of "H-substance"
and the patient is now relatively immune."
Specific desensitization treatment, elimination of
food factors, provision of a balanced diet, removal of
foci of infection, palliative medical treatment of exacerbations and psychotherapy consititute the avenues
of therapeutic approach commonly used in vasomotor rhinitis.

Details of such treatment can best be gained by

referring the reader to such late works as Vaughan's (94)
"Practire of Allergy"and Urbach' s( 95 ) "Allergy".
An interesting developement in the last few years
has been the use of Vitamin

c.
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in hay fever.

In 1939

Shaw and Theland(96) stated that lack of Vitamin

c.

in

early infancy played the most important factor in the
production of allergic sensitivity and that predisposition played only a minor role.

Friedman(97) fed guinea

pigs a scorbutogenic diet and found that the dose of
histamine needed to elicit a contractile response from
an isolated smool.b muscle was 1000 times that needed in
controls.

This decrease in contractile response deve-

loped after the third to fourth day of Vita.min
ficient diets and did not change thereafter.

c.

de-

Feller et

al(98 ) studied the influence of Vitamins C. and A. upon a series of immunological phenomenon.

They found that

in each of five patients given diets deficient in Vitamin

c.

there was no more marked variation in the results than

in those occurring with controls.

The test investigated

the following activities; (1) capacity of the patient's
nasal secretion to inactivate flu virus(2) titer in blood
serum of neutralizing antibodies for flu virus(3) activity of lysozyme in nasal secretions (4) complement titer
in the blood stream.

c.

These results indicate that Vitamin

does not possess an immunological stimulating effect.
Reid(99) writing on the interrelations of calc·ium

and Vitamin

c.

to the cell surfaces and intercellular

substances and to their physiological action states the
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following facts;

lack of calcium 1n the profusion fluid

weakens the cement substance between the endothelial
cells with an increase in capillary permeability and extravasation of fluid and cells.

The utilization of

calcium by the tissues is influenced by ascor@ic acid
according to many investigators.
ar~ probably jointly

Calcium and Vitamin

c.

involved in exerting an effect on

water content of ~ells and tissues ascapillaries depend
most upon intercellular cementfor the retention of fluid
and cells.

The cement is believed to be a calcium salt,

the maintenance of which is dependent upon the presence
of Vitamin C.

In the only report found in the literature

on the clinical use of Vitamin
reported striking results.

c.

Holmes and Alexander(lC:O

Since other workers showed

histamine was present in excess in the blood during allergic attacks and thought this responsible for some of
the symptoms, Holmes mixed Vitamin

c.

and histamine in

solution and found that a loss of Vitamin C. occurred.
They experimented with 25 hay fever victims at three
levels of Vitamin intake; 100 mg.,200mg.,500mg., daily
administered during the rag weed season.
24 hour urinary excretions of Vitamin
patients before giving the first dose.
14 had significantly low titers.
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c.

They determined
on 14 of the
Eleven of the

The initial daily

Vitamin C. excretion of 12 patients averaged only 10mg.
indicating a very low level" due to destruction or inactivation of the vitamin . "

All patients who recieved

the higher dosages of the vitamin were greatly benefited
after a week of treatment ~nd most showed an increased
urinary level.

One patient invalided by asthma was able

to be up symptom free after four days dosage of 500 mg .
A distinct gain was reported in 88 per cent of their
cases.
The evidence is not yet in on this new method of
therapy and clinical results are notoriously hard to
evaluate in allergic disorders but this treatment seems
promising.
In summarizing this paper I find that many basic
questions in regards to the etiology and mechanism of
the production of vasomotor rhinitis are unanswered .
Since ten per cent of the population show frank allergy
and another 50 per cent have occasional symptoms it
would seem that such a general response may be an exaggeration of a normal physiological response to a
variety of contact materials not only protein in nature
but also with oils, sugars and starches, inorganic
chemicals and such physical factors as heat, light and
cold .

The reason for specific allergic reactions to

certain substances is not understood because not only
do people become allergic to common and oft repeated
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irritant contacts (wheat,egg, and milk) but they often
become al l ergic to the rare and infrequent contacts,
(strawberries,drugs, ect.).

Likewise,in experimental

allergy, rag weed,which is the commonest pollen irritant,
and therefore a person with allergic tendencies should
be easily sensitized to rag weed but this has not been
successful in attempts to do so.

Perhaps it would be well

to close with Vaughan's (94) remarks that the time is
now ripe for collaborative studies with the psychiatrist
aa was done with such fruitful results in association
with the rhinologist.

This author,integrates - the facts

about the "H-substance" reactions when released from an
injured cell and subsequent stimulation of the parasympathetic system and the cholinergic-like picture of
"shock tissues" in clinical allergy with the observed
psychic production of similar pictures.
Perhaps,then, the field of psychosomatic medicine
will prove as helpful in the problem of vasomotor
rhinitis as it has in many other diseases.
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